Each paper is allotted 25 minutes
15 minutes for the presentation, 5 minutes for the discussant, 5 minutes for questions from the audience.

SATURDAY, 1 NOVEMBER 2014

8:00 - 9:00 AM  BREAKFAST AND REGISTRATION

9:00 - 10:40 AM  SECTION 1
1:  FINANCE, DEVELOPMENT, and OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE
2:  INEQUALITY, POVERTY, and INTERGENERATIONAL MOBILITY
3:  ECONOMIC GROWTH and PRODUCTIVITY
4:  SPATIAL LABOR (MIS)ALLOCATION
5:  CORRUPTION and POLITICAL CAPTURE
6:  CAUSES of CONFLICT
7:  HEALTH: INFORMATION, and LEARNING

10:40- 11:00 AM  BREAK

11:00 -12:40 PM  SECTION 2
8:  AGRICULTURE
9:  BEHAVIOR and DEVELOPMENT: NEW THEORY and EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
10: INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION
11: MIGRATION: MICRO and MACRO PERSPECTIVES
12: MICROFINANCE
13: CONSEQUENCES of CONFLICT
14: EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

12:40 – 1:00 PM  LUNCH SERVED
Lunch may be taken to the plenary session.

1:00 - 3:00 PM  MIGRATION, URBANIZATION AND
DEVELOPMENT: A PLENARY SESSION IN
HONOR OF JOHN HARRIS

3:00 – 3:20 PM  BREAK

3:20 – 5:00 PM  SECTION 3
15: INFLUENCES on SCHOOLING DECISIONS
16: FRONTIERS of IMPACT EVALUATION
17: ORGANIZATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION
18: PUBLIC GOODS and INFRASTRUCTURE
19: SAVINGS and FINANCIAL DECISIONS
20: INSTITUTIONS, GOVERNMENT, and GROWTH
21: HEALTH: POLICY and PROVISION

5:00 – 8:00 PM  RECEPTION and POSTERS
SUNDAY, 2 NOVEMBER, 2014

7:30 - 8:30 AM  BREAKFAST AND REGISTRATION

8:30 - 10:10 AM  SECTION 4
23: INTERNATIONAL TRADE, INDUSTRIAL POLICY, and DEVELOPMENT
24: CAUSES and CONSEQUENCES of REMITTANCES
25: POLITICAL ECONOMY and LAND
26: WOMEN’S RESOURCES and the HOUSEHOLD
27: FERTILITY
28: EDUCATION and HUMAN CAPITAL
29: CORRUPTION, CRIME, and ENFORCEMENT

10:10 - 10:30 AM  BREAK

10:30 - 12:10 PM  SECTION 5
30: INTERNATIONAL TRADE
31: TAXES and TRANSFERS: EFFECTS in MARKETS with CAPACITY and CREDIT CONSTRAINTS
32: SCHOOL CHOICE, COMPETITION, and PERFORMANCE
33: AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION
34: POLITICAL ECONOMY
35: INTRAHOUSEHOLD DISTRIBUTION and the EXTENDED FAMILY
36: HEALTH: SHOCKS, INSURANCE, and CARE

12:10 - 1:20 PM  LUNCH

1:20 - 3:00 PM  SECTION 6
37: ENVIRONMENT and NATURAL RESOURCES
38: DECISIONS: INTERTEMPORAL CHOICE and PEER EFFECTS
39: HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT I
40: RISK and INSURANCE
41: PARENTS and CHILDREN: INTERGENERATIONAL PERSPECTIVES on EDUCATION
42: POLITICS, POLICY, and PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
43: GENDER I

3:20 - 5:00 PM  SECTION 7
44: INTERNATIONAL TRADE, INVESTMENT, and POLICIES
45: PERSONNEL ECONOMICS and LABOR REGULATION
46: HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT II
47: FOREIGN AID
48: EARLY-LIFE SHOCKS and INVESTMENT
49: NATURAL DISASTERS
50: GENDER II

SUNDAY 5:00 PM  ADJOURN